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TECH NOTE

Introduction:
This document has been prepared to address questions related to bundled headed bars.
Background:
Generally speaking, heads are a considered an equal or conservative replacement to standard
hooks. If you are leaving the installation parameters the same as the originally designed
hooked bars (ie. caisson vertical bars with a deep embedment into the cap), there shouldn’t be
any “new” concerns about the fact that the verticals are bundled just because they terminate
with heads vs. hooks. Yes, the heads have additional thickness outside the bar diameter that
the hooks don’t, and this will need to be addressed during installation, but it is still a feasible
solution.
Bundled Bar Requirements in ACI 318-14 Section 25.6:
The ACI 318 code doesn’t specifically address bundled headed bars, but it does address
straight and hooked bundled bars. Bundled bars have their own code section (25.6) in ACI 318
that defines all of the constraints for using them. Key points related to this document are:
•
•

•

25.6.1.1 states that bundles are limited to four bars.
25.6.1.5 states that the development length for three-bar and four-bar bundles must be
increased.
o Three-bar bundle: development length is that of the individual bar, increased
20%
o Four-bar bundle: development length is that of the individual bar, increased 33%
25.6.1.6 states that bundled bars shall be treated as a single bar with an area equivalent
to that of the bundle and a centroid coinciding with that of the bundle. The diameter of
the equivalent bar shall be used for db for spacing limitations, cover requirements

Bundled Headed Bar Considerations:
•

Using bar size efficiently
When bundled hooked bars are going to be replaced with bundled headed bars, first
consider if single, larger diameter headed bars can be used in lieu of smaller diameter
headed, bundled bars and still maintain the as-designed area of steel. If they can, this
may be the most practical solution by removing the bundle requirement altogether.
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Headed bar spacing
The ACI 318 Code tells the designer in Section 25.6.1.6 that “A unit of bundled bars
shall be treated as a single bar with an area equivalent to that of the bundle and a
centroid coinciding with that of the bundle.” The diameter of the equivalent bar shall be
used for spacing limitations, cover requirements, etc.

Based on this direction, the only clear spacing requirements would be considered bundle
to bundle, not bar to bar within each bundle. If the hooks were present originally and the
installation parameters are the same, there should be no issue with heads spaced that
closely. Since the headed bars are bundled, the general clear spacing requirements
defined for headed bars do not apply.
When bundled bars are used, the minimum clear spacing provided between bundles for
under ACI 318 shall be equal to the greater of 1”, the equivalent diameter of the
combined bars and 4/3 the maximum aggregate size.

•

Staggering the heads
The ACI 318 code does recommend staggering the hooks if they are present within a
bundle and the same should apply to heads. Unless project specific requirements dictate
otherwise, the stagger (measured from bearing face of one head to the top of the next
head) should be at least 1.5dagg to allow for adequate concrete flow & consolidation
around the heads.
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Bundled Headed Bar Application Examples:
Bundled, headed vertical bars are commonly used in deep foundations.
•

On the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, Caltrans specified and used bundled #18
headed bars (HRC 220). In this application, the heads replaced standard hooks for
reasons of reducing congestion and improving constructability.

•

HRC 670 HeadLocks were installed on top of these #11 vertical bars in lieu of standard
hooks. This can done proactively to reduce congestion and improve constructability or
reactively to fix elevation issues in the field. Note that the heads are staggered.
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HRC 555 headed bars can be used in lieu of verticals that terminate with standard
hooks. In this application, the design required 3-bar bundles of #11 verticals and the
standard hooks created congestion and constructability issues, so they were replaced
with heads. Note the heads are staggered slightly to facilitate placement of the 3-bar
bundle.

In all three of these applications, the heads are staggered, but the heads are touching the
adjacent bar within the bundle (bars are simply pushed apart at end as needed to accommodate
head size).
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Warning:
HRC products are designed to meet and exceed the standards referenced in this document, but individual project specifications and quality control
requirements apply. HRC destructively tensile tests finished products daily as part of our quality control, but cannot be responsible for material
furnished by local fabricators and/or contractors using HRC related equipment or components. Aspects of structural design, evaluation of product
fitness for use, suitability or similar attributes are the responsibility of others.
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